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Abstract
It appears that nationalism has been on the rise in China in recent years, par-
ticularly among online communities. Scholars agree that the Chinese gov-
ernment is facing pressure from online nationalistic and pro-democracy
forces; however, it is believed that of the two, nationalistic views are the
more dominant. Online nationalism is believed to have pushed the
Chinese government to be more aggressive in diplomacy. This study chal-
lenges this conventional wisdom by finding that online political discourse
is not dominated by nationalistic views, but rather by anti-regime sentiments.
Even when there is an outpouring of nationalist sentiment, it may be accom-
panied by pro-democracy views that criticize the government. By analysing
more than 6,000 tweets from 146 Chinese opinion leaders on Weibo, and by
decomposing nationalistic discussion by specific topic, this study shows that
rather than being monolithically xenophobic, nationalists may have differing
sets of views regarding China’s supposed rivals. Rather than being support-
ive of the regime, nationalists may incorporate liberal values to challenge the
government. Nonetheless, this liberal dominance appears to provoke a back-
lash of nationalism among certain groups.

Keywords: Chinese nationalism; Weibo; public sphere; authoritarianism;
content analysis

In recent decades, and especially since President Xi Jinping 习近平 assumed
power in 2013, the international community has raised concerns about China’s
increased diplomatic assertiveness.1 There is a belief that Chinese nationalism
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is on the rise and that the internet in particular has become a space for national-
ists to agitate for a tougher government. Xi’s hard-line stance in diplomacy is thus
interpreted as a response to these nationalist voices. Challenging this view, how-
ever, several recent studies question the notion of a rising Chinese nationalism
and instead argue that nationalist sentiment is declining in China.2 Faced with
these contradicting accounts, an empirical investigation of Chinese people’s polit-
ical attitudes is timely and important. Specifically, we want to examine the extent
to which online political expression is nationalistic and supportive of the regime.
To gauge the popularity of nationalist ideology, previous studies have paid

close attention to nationalist sentiment either at moments of crisis (for example,
anti-Japanese protests), or in bestselling books such as China Can Say No.3 As
the internet has become the chief venue for public discussion in China, research-
ers have directed their attention to studying online nationalism on forums known
to be platforms for nationalists. These studies provide valuable insights, espe-
cially for exploring nationalist movements. However, bestsellers are of different
ideological leanings, as they include not only China Can Say No, but also, for
instance, The Ugly Chinaman.4 Online platforms feature not only nationalist for-
ums but also liberal-leaning websites. Most research does not investigate nation-
alism in its broader context where different political opinions coexist and
compete. If we examine nationalism as just one ideology within a broad public
sphere, how popular does it prove to be?
In addition to its popularity, the nature of nationalism also deserves attention.

Nationalism has long been associated with xenophobia. It suggests a consistently
negative view of the nation’s rivals. Yet, prior studies have rarely tested this
assumption by examining how nationalist opinions may differ towards different
“rivals.” Moreover, nationalism has long been characterized as an illiberal and
pro-regime ideology.5 In other words, nationalists allegedly tend to turn a
blind eye to domestic political conditions, and are indifferent, if not hostile, to
democratic values. In cases where nationalist sentiment turns against the state,
scholars assume that this is mostly driven by frustration at the state’s diplomatic
impotence.6 But little research has been done to explicitly investigate how nation-
alists may view domestic problems that are the concern of liberals and how
nationalists may evaluate the regime.
To better understand the popularity and nature of Chinese nationalism, this

study goes beyond nationalist forums and publications and looks at the broader
online public sphere. We seek to identify the dominant political discourses
regarding both China’s major rivals, including Japan, the US and Taiwan, and
the Chinese regime itself. The aim is to test the conventional wisdom that

2 Chubb 2014; Johnston 2017.
3 Gries 2004; Wu 2007; Zhao, Suisheng 2013. China Can Say No is a controversial work of non-fiction

written by several nationalist intellectuals.
4 This is an influential work by Bo Yang which profoundly criticizes Chinese people and their culture.
5 Shen and Breslin 2010.
6 Weiss 2014.
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identifies nationalism as a xenophobic illiberal ideology. We focus on politically
opinionated social media celebrities, i.e. opinion leaders, to investigate
nationalism.
We conducted this research on Sina Weibo, China’s largest social media plat-

form. Weibo resembles a hybrid of Twitter and Facebook and has had more
than 600 million registered users. Starting with a novel dataset of 2.7 billion
Weibo tweets and 170 million active users collected in 2013, we identified 146 opin-
ion leaders who frequently expressed political opinions and had an average of two
million followers on Weibo, regardless of their ideological stances. Further, instead
of focusing on a single moment of crisis, we extracted all the accessible tweets of
opinion leaders that ever mentioned Japan, the US, Taiwan and China in 2013.
Applying content analysis to this compilation of more than 6,000 tweets, we

find that online political expression is primarily characterized by anti-regime sen-
timent. The nationalist voice, while perhaps vociferous, is actually far from dom-
inant. Further, nationalist discourse is not necessarily bound with illiberal and
pro-regime stances: liberal and nationalist views often sit together. In our 2013
data, many people blended nationalistic and liberal opinions when commenting
on nationalistic topics. When evaluating the regime, the majority of nationalists
profoundly criticized the government from a pro-democracy standpoint. Lastly,
nationalist discourse is more pluralistic than commonly assumed. While some
nationalists were xenophobic, the majority of nationalists only expressed negative
sentiments towards one or two foreign states but were quite friendly to other
alleged rivals of China. Ironically, however, the dominance of anti-regime dis-
course appeared to spark a backlash of nationalist sentiment in certain groups.

Reflections on Chinese Nationalism

Two central questions

Chinese nationalism has long been of interest to scholars, yet two central ques-
tions remain controversial. First, is nationalism running high in contemporary
China? Second, is the Chinese government capable of controlling this nationalist
sentiment? One group of scholars argues that the Chinese government is by and
large able to control the sway of nationalist sentiment. In the post-Mao era, as
communist ideology has faded away, the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) has
redefined itself as the sole representative and defender of China’s national inter-
ests. Nationalism is therefore seen as an instrument used by the CCP to compen-
sate for its waning legitimacy.7 Scholars argue that the government controls
nationalism as a way to signal its resolve in diplomatic relations and/or to deflect
criticism of domestic affairs.8 Accordingly, Chinese nationalism is largely seen as
state-led and manipulated.

7 Weatherley 2014.
8 Zhao, Suisheng 2004.
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This view has been challenged since the late 1990s with the emergence of a
grass-roots nationalism beyond the state’s control. The 1999 US bombing of
the Chinese embassy in Belgrade incited tens of thousands of people in China
to take to the streets in anti-US protests. In 2008, an “anti-China” campaign
in the Western media gave rise to a spate of worldwide protests showing support
for the Beijing Olympic Games. Witnessing these incidents, China scholars have
turned their attention to popular nationalism, arguing that nationalist ideology is
flourishing in China, especially on the internet.9 This literature expresses a con-
cern that the Chinese internet is being used to promote nationalism, and that
this may dampen China’s democratic prospect.
In contrast to these two views, a third group of scholars argues that nationalist

sentiment in China is transient and that the notion of a rising nationalism could
be false. For instance, Dingxin Zhao surveyed Chinese student protesters after
the 1999 embassy bombing and concluded that the demonstrations were a
momentary outrage and that anti-US nationalism would not flourish.10

Andrew Chubb surveyed 1,000 Chinese citizens in 2013 and found that the
majority of them supported making compromises when facing international dis-
putes.11 Most recently, Alastair Johnston investigated longitudinal survey data
extending back to 1998 and concluded that, contrary to the theory of a rising
Chinese nationalism, most indicators show a decline in levels of nationalism
since around 2009.12 Even when we narrow down the research to Chinese internet
users (netizens hereafter), online activism scholars argue that netizens are more
likely to be supportive of democracy and to be critical of political conditions
in China.13 They argue that a novel form of grassroots democracy is unfolding
online. This group of scholars provides us with a different account of public sen-
timent, rendering increasingly important the question: does nationalism really
dominate online political expression in China?

The major gaps in the literature

To reconcile the different conclusions in the above studies, we recognize that their
respective findings could all be valid, such that nationalist sentiment could be
truly high or low within the bounds of their specific cases. However, to better
gauge the popularity of nationalism, we need to investigate its influence in the
broader context where nationalism competes with other ideologies.
To this end, our study differs from the existing literature in three ways. First,

most empirical research relies heavily on case studies to explore nationalism.
Some scholars investigate high-profile nationalistic publications,14 some study

9 Shen and Breslin 2010; Weatherley 2014.
10 Zhao, Dingxin 2002a.
11 Chubb 2014.
12 Johnston 2017.
13 Yang 2009; Lei 2011.
14 Gries 2004.
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nationalist movements in the heat of the moment,15 and still others participate in
nationalist forums to observe how nationalists perceive diplomatic relations.16

While these studies give us valuable particulars about each specific group of
nationalists, they provide much less information about how the nationalists com-
pete with other voices. Alternatively, some scholars use surveys or experiments
with representative samples to evaluate the prevalence of nationalism. Still, dif-
ferent survey designs have resulted in different conclusions.17 Also, our study
takes into account politically sensitive topics, for example evaluation of the
regime, which a survey participant may be reluctant to discuss in a survey setting.
Thus, instead of using surveys or case studies, we observe the daily expressed pol-
itical views of people in a public sphere where political discussion naturally
occurs.
Second, most of the previous studies tend to explore Chinese nationalism by

investigating a single issue, for example Taiwanese independence or the
Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands dispute (Diaoyu Islands hereafter).18 However, public
sentiment in times of conflict does not provide a full picture of public opinion.
Further, nationalists themselves may not be a monolithically xenophobic
group. Their attitudes may differ according to the particular topic at hand.
Our study, therefore, analyses and juxtaposes people’s political sentiments
towards several foreign states, including Taiwan, the US, and Japan. We also
extend the data collection period from crisis moments to a full year. In this
way, we are able to discover the variations in nationalist discourse.
Finally, existing literature assumes that liberal democratic values and national-

istic opinions are incompatible, or a contradiction in terms. Although some scho-
lars recognize that liberalism and nationalism once worked hand in hand in early
20th-century China for the sake of national salvation,19 many primarily charac-
terize nationalists in Communist China as pro-regime without really asking how
they evaluate the regime.20 Others warn that while fervent nationalism may back-
fire on the regime, this anger is mostly provoked by the government’s weakness in
diplomacy.21 These hypotheses, however, lacked empirical support until recently.
Christopher Cairns and Allen Carlson’s study of online nationalism during the
2012 Diaoyu crisis found that anti-regime sentiment was unexpectedly pervasive
in nationalist discourse.22 More interestingly, this sentiment was not inflamed
solely by diplomatic issues but was also driven by bad political conditions at
home. This pioneering research raises an important question: are nationalist
and democratic views really at odds?

15 See, e.g., Dingxin Zhao’s (2002a) study of the Belgrade embassy bombing.
16 See, e.g., Liu’s (2006) study on the “Strong Nation” forum (qiangguo luntan).
17 Hoffman and Larner 2013; Chubb 2014; Johnston 2017.
18 The Senkaku/Diaoyu are offshore islands in the East China Sea whose sovereignty is claimed by both

China and Japan. We use the name “Diaoyu,” emic in Chinese online discussions.
19 Zhao, Suisheng 2004.
20 Shen and Breslin 2010.
21 Shirk 2007; Weiss 2014.
22 Cairns and Carlson 2016.
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This study attempts to scrutinize the conventional wisdom regarding Chinese
nationalism, which associates the latter with xenophobia and illiberalism, i.e.
nationalists are pro-regime and/or tend to turn a blind eye to domestic political
conditions. In the rest of this paper, we examine whether nationalism really is
the dominant force in online political discussion, and whether nationalists are
monolithically xenophobic and illiberal.

Measuring Nationalism in the Digital Public Sphere

Social media as a public sphere

In China, despite the fact that the media and press are heavily censored, multiple
studies indicate that there is a vibrant public sphere on the internet, especially on
social media websites.23 When we conducted our study, Weibo was the largest
social media site in China; in 2013 and 2014, it had more than 600 million regis-
tered users and around 76 million daily active users. A recent study suggests that
Weibo alone hosts up to 47.6 per cent of all social media posts in China.24

Therefore, unlike specialized forums or websites, Weibo forms a space where
diverse ideologies can coexist and compete. Yet, as social media has only been
popular in China for a few years, only a handful of social scientists have con-
ducted systematic research on it. Our study is one of the first attempts to explore
nationalism on Weibo.25

However, exploring the full set of Weibo tweets is not an ideal way to study the
dominant political sentiment expressed in this space. As defined by Habermas, a
public sphere is primarily a discursive space formed by active members debating
social and political issues.26 Nonetheless, the vast majority of social media users
rarely post original content regarding politics; instead, they tend to “follow,”
“retweet” and “like” the posts of those with similar opinions.27 Moreover, even
though everyone can have a voice on social media, the chances are that many
posts would be invisible in the vast ocean of information. Users attract different
levels of attention in this space and influence public opinions to different degrees.
We propose to use opinion leaders as a proxy to identify the dominant political

sentiments expressed in this public sphere. On Weibo, few users actively post opi-
nions on social and political issues, while over 95 per cent of users rarely post ori-
ginal content.28 However, the average users do consume the opinions of others
and vote by following, retweeting or “liking” those users they agree with.
During this process, some of the active users outcompete others to successfully

23 Lei 2011; King, Pan and Roberts 2013; 2014.
24 Fu and Chau 2013.
25 As mentioned above, Cairns and Carlson 2016 is another pioneering study investigating Chinese nation-

alism on Weibo.
26 Habermas 1989.
27 Multiple studies have validated this. See, e.g., Barbera 2015.
28 Fu and Chau 2013.
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garner followers and attention; such users become “opinion leaders” through
these audience “votes.” Therefore, opinion leaders’ voices reflect those of their
large follower base.
Moreover, opinion leaders are much more powerful in defining agendas and

shaping dominant discourse than average users. Opinion leaders on social
media are to the digital public sphere what mass media is to the traditional public
sphere. In the traditional public sphere, Habermas attaches importance to mass
media because it is a “specific means for transmitting information and influen-
cing those who receive it.”29 In the era of social media, opinion leaders form
and transmit opinions to their millions of followers – in our study they had an
average of 2 million followers, and a maximum of 35 million, in 2013. By con-
trast, Cankao xiaoxi 参考消息, the most widely circulated newspaper in China,
had a readership of only 3 million in 2013. Popular opinion leader tweets are
also circulated by other major internet portals and print media, extending their
influence to an offline audience. The study of opinion leaders is thus important
in its own right.
Admittedly, opinion leaders do not constitute a representative sample of

Weibo users; however, with their large popular base and significant influence,
they are the most important actors in this public sphere. We thus believe that
their voices are a reflection of the dominant political opinions in this space. It
is also important to note that we identify opinion leaders on the basis of their
online popularity irrespective of their political stances. This, therefore, is not a
self-selected sample, but rather presents a nationwide source of opinions.
As such, opinion leaders provide critical analytic leverage to assess the popu-

larity of nationalist sentiment within online political discourse. If nationalism is
the dominant ideology in this space, we would expect to see that 1) the majority
of opinion leaders are nationalistic, and/or 2) nationalist opinion leaders attract
more followers than non-nationalist opinion leaders.

Identifying and analysing Weibo opinion leaders

Our study started with a novel dataset featuring 2.7 billion Weibo tweets pro-
duced by over 170 million daily active users during 2013. These tweets were col-
lected through a Weibo Application Programming Interface (API) on a daily
basis and in real time, so that tweets that were removed at a later time could
still be documented.
We combined two sources of data to identify opinion leaders. The first was the

Chinese Opinion Leader Ranking, which evaluates the popularity (measured by
the number of retweets, likes, and comments the user receives) and the product-
ivity of a given user (measured by the number of original tweets the user pro-
duces).30 Collecting the top 100 users in ten issues of this ranking gave us 311

29 Habermas 1989, 136.
30 This ranking was released by New Media, a leading research institute studying social media in China. It
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non-repetitive names. The second source of data was the follower count of opin-
ion leaders, a measure as important as the readership of print media. We sorted
the 170 million Weibo users by follower count and retained the top 5,000 users.
Next, we combined the two name lists and removed commercial brands and mar-
keting accounts. Still, many users on this list rarely discussed politics and so to
identify users who were active on political issues, we used TF-IDF statistics to
identify 93 political keywords from the online posts of 20 widely acknowledged
opinion leaders.31 We then selected only users who posted at least 15 tweets con-
taining any of these political words.
Ultimately, we identified 146 opinion leaders who frequently discussed social

and political issues. On average, they had 2 million followers and posted 443
Weibo tweets in 2013. Their demographics and Weibo behaviour are summarized
in Tables 3 and 4 in the online supplementary materials.
Note that, unlike traditional elites, online opinion leaders come from diverse

backgrounds: they can be property tycoons (for example, @Ren Zhiqiang) or
military officials (for example, @Dai Xu). They can also be purely grassroots
personalities (see, for example, @Ranxiang). Some are renowned liberals (such
as @Lawyer Yuan Yulai) and some are famous nationalists (for example,
@Zhanhao). Such diversity confirms that this is not a self-selected sample biased
towards certain people.
Our next step was to identify opinion leader tweets regarding nationalism. We

focused mainly on comments about the US, Japan, Taiwan, and China. Using a
fuzzy matching algorithm powered by Word2Vec models, we matched all opinion
leader tweets with 13 keywords relevant to these subjects (see Table 1).32 The
final corpus included 6,087 tweets, by 146 opinion leaders, that commented on
five topics: the US, Japan, the recovery of the Diaoyu Islands,33 Taiwan, and
the political regime (tizhi 体制) of China. We included every tweet that men-
tioned any of the 13 keywords. Some topics were not inherently political or
related to bilateral issues, such as Japanese cartoons or the Snowden incident;
however, discussions about these issues could still turn out to have nationalistic
overtones.
Next, we hand coded these tweets according to a five-level sentiment scale ran-

ging from “strongly disfavour” (-2) to “strongly favour” (2). That is, we coded the
sentiment revealed in a given tweet towards its subject. For instance, under the
topic of Japan, a tweet is coded as “2” if it expresses strong affection – for

footnote continued

uses a Micro-Blog Communication Index (BCI) to identify opinion leaders. See the online supplemen-
tary materials for more details.

31 The list of key words is in the online supplementary materials.
32 The Word2Vec utilized the skip-gram architecture and was trained with the full 2013 Weibo corpus of

2.7 billion tweets. See the online supplementary materials for more details.
33 We separated the Diaoyu dispute from the topic of Japan because the former is purely a territorial dis-

pute and the latter involves complicated historical animosity.
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example, “I love Japan.” A tweet is coded as ”−2” if it shows antipathy to
Japan – for example, “Down with the Japanese devils!” The coding scheme
and examples are given in Table 5 of the online supplementary materials.
Note that the usage frequency of Weibo varies among opinion leaders. Some

post more than ten tweets a day; others tweet much less. Therefore, the absolute
number of tweets associated with a certain ideology is not a good measure of its
prevalence. Instead, our unit of analysis is “person” rather than “tweet.” We
assigned a score for each opinion leader based on the major sentiment revealed
in all his/her tweets under a given topic. As such, each person was scored on
five topics. In the end, we obtained 146 observations with five scores each. In
short, the more negative the score, the stronger the aversion the tweeter would
have towards a given topic. To validate the reliability of this hand-coding, a
second independent coder applied the same protocol and coded a random sample
of 1,243 tweets. The agreement rates of the five topics were all above 75 per cent
with a Cohen’s Kappa > 0.6.

Is Nationalism Dominating Online Political Expression?

A general picture of voiced political opinion in the digital public sphere

Let us start with a panorama of the four topics related to foreign states: the US,
Taiwan, Japan, and the Diaoyu Islands. Figure 1 and Table 2 summarize the dis-
tribution of opinion leader sentiment scores. Clearly, more opinion leaders had a
favourable opinion of Taiwan and the US, thus the average scores are positive.
By contrast, half of opinion leaders expressed disapproval of Japan, lowering
its mean score to under zero. The Diaoyu Islands were associated with the stron-
gest nationalist sentiment, with the lowest mean score of -0.89.
The general distribution indicates that nationalist sentiment may dominate dis-

cussions on Japan, especially those with regard to the recovery of the Diaoyu

Table 1: Key Words Used to Identify Politically Related Tweets

Topics US Taiwan Japan Regime
Key words

expanded by
algorithm

美国 台湾 日本 体制

America Taiwan Japan political system
美帝 湾湾 钓鱼岛 共产党/执政党

Imperial America Wanwan Diaoyu Islands CCP/ruling party
两岸 中日 天朝

cross Strait Sino-Japan Heavenly Empire
鬼子 党国

Japanese devils party-state

Notes:
Terms such as “Imperial America” and “Heavenly Empire” are commonly used, tongue-in-cheek references to America and

China and do not indicate any ideological preference. Wanwan is a commonly used term for Taiwan on the internet. Similarly,
netizens often refer to China as the “party-state.” These terms are used by both liberals and conservatives and do not necessarily
imply positive or negative sentiments. Also note that we did not include 中国/China, since this word is too frequently used in
non-political contexts.
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Islands, but not discussions on the US and Taiwan. The number of opinion lea-
ders, however, is not sufficient for an assessment of what opinion is more dom-
inant, as leaders themselves enjoy different levels of popularity. Therefore, we
further investigated the popularity of anti-Japanese discourse by comparing the
follower counts of different leaders, as shown in Table 3. Remarkably, non-
nationalist opinion leaders garnered almost three times more followers than
anti-Japan nationalists. A one-way ANOVA test indicates that the
between-group difference is significant at the 0.05 level. Chinese experts may
treat follower counts with scepticism, as users could “buy followers” on
Weibo, but fake followers mainly haunt brands and celebrities who need to
boost their commercial profiles. There is less incentive for individuals without
evident market profiles to do so. Even if opinion leaders were buying followers,
no evidence suggests that non-nationalists, more than nationalists, tend to buy
many more followers. In fact, if anything, it is the nationalists who are more
likely to be funded (by the government). This finding strongly indicates that
while slightly more opinion leaders tended to be nationalistic when discussing
Japan, this group was actually less popular on Weibo.

Figure 1: Distribution of Opinion Leaders across Different Topics

Table 2: Opinion Leaders’ Sentiment Scores on All Four Topics

Topics/Scores Mean Std. Dev. N Min Max
US 0.11 1.3 133 −2 2
Taiwan 0.29 1.2 92 −2 2
Japan −0.45 1.19 106 −2 2
Diaoyu −0.89 1.06 71 −2 2

Table 3: Follower Count of Opinion Leaders

Sentiment towards Japan Mean Min Max N
Anti-Japan (score <0) 1.3 million 24,799 11 million 54
Non-nationalist (score >=0) 3.5 million 67,204 34 million 52
Between groups Prob.>F: 0.0298
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Consistency of nationalism

To further examine whether nationalists are xenophobic, we explore the consist-
ency of people’s nationalist sentiments by comparing the same opinion leader’s
attitude across different topics and count the number of topics about which
he/she expressed nationalist sentiments (score < 0). We define zero as non-
nationalist, one and two as moderate, and three and four as extremely nationalist.
That is, nationalist extremists would express hatred towards most foreign states,
whereas non-nationalists would show no hostility towards any country. Notably,
this is not a measure of the hostility of an opinion leader, but rather a measure of
how systematic one’s nationalist sentiment is. The more consistently an opinion
leader expresses antipathy towards other countries, the more xenophobic and
irrational he/she is.
As shown in Figure 2, the proportion of non-nationalists is unexpectedly high:

48.6 per cent of opinion leaders did not hold nationalistic views towards any of
the topics studied. More importantly, the significant presence of moderates casts
serious doubt on the conventional wisdom about nationalism, and in particular
about how to define nationalists. For example, one opinion leader in our study
took opposing stances on Japan and America, although both are deemed to be
major rivals to China:

[1] I firmly support the government in defending Diaoyu! Japan is lying about the facts!
[2] America is a highly liberal society with a solid foundation of rule-by-law. The respect for

both liberty and law is the patron saint of this country. China can never defeat it.34

The same person expressed strong nationalist sentiments about the Diaoyu dis-
pute yet also supported the US when talking about Sino-American competition.
Given these contrasting views, would it be accurate to characterize him as a
nationalist? Note that, among opinion leaders who expressed nationalist senti-
ments, 58.67 per cent are moderates as such. This indicates that nationalists
may not be a united chauvinistic front, but rather a complex coalition of different
groups and ideas. Such complexity further supports the view that nationalists are
not monolithically xenophobic.

Nationalism versus anti-regime-ism

Cairns and Carlson found that anti-regime sentiment flourished on Weibo during
the 2012 Diaoyu dispute. They also discovered that in addition to the ire pro-
voked by the government’s handling of the dispute, many tweets also vented dis-
satisfaction regarding domestic problems such as corruption and police brutality.
Building on Cairns and Carlson’s findings, we explicitly explored the popularity
and intensity of this anti-regime sentiment. After analysing opinion leader com-
ments on the Chinese regime, we found that among the 133 opinion leaders who

34 Opinion leader No. 43.
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expressed a clear stance, 102 people (over 76 per cent) were critical of the regime,
and the group with the strongest negative opinions accounted for 46.62 per cent
of the sample, constituting the largest group (see Figure 3).
The overwhelming dominance of anti-regime sentiment is remarkable. Even

when examining the Diaoyu issue, which elicited the strongest nationalist senti-
ment, only 44 opinion leaders were anti-Japan. The seemingly high proportion
(61 per cent) is partially owing to the fact that 75 of the opinion leaders remained
silent on the topic of the Diaoyu Islands in 2013 and were thus excluded. By con-
trast, here we see that the vast majority of opinion leaders were firmly anti-
regime. Therefore, we expand on Cairns and Carlson’s findings and show that
anti-regime sentiment is, in fact, more pervasive in the public sphere at all
times, whether China is experiencing a crisis or not.
This conclusion also holds up for nationalists. As many as 58.73 per cent of

nationalists – those who expressed nationalist sentiment towards at least one
topic – were clearly anti-regime. Examining how they evaluate the regime outside
of nationalist issues allows us to verify that this strong anti-regime sentiment is not
just motivated by a nationalistic logic, i.e. dissatisfaction with the state’s diplomatic

Figure 2: Consistency of Nationalism (Degree of Xenophobia) among Opinion
Leaders (N = 146)

Figure 3: Distribution of Sentiment towards the Regime among Opinion Leaders
(N = 133)
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impotence. This finding enriches the existing literature in that 1) the majority of
nationalists were not pro-regime but were rather critical of the domestic political
conditions, and 2) that they challenged the regime without nationalistic reasons.
Taken together, does nationalism dominate political expression in the online

public sphere? While it is true that Japan-related topics do seem to spark highly
vocal nationalistic rhetoric, this does not appear to be the case for topics related
to the US and Taiwan. However, even when it comes to Japan, nationalists are
not as popular as non-nationalists, as the latter attracted many more followers.
More importantly, as many as 58.67 per cent of nationalist opinion leaders
could only be characterized as being nationalistic in regard to one or two of
the four topics studied. That is, someone labelled as a nationalist could turn
out to be, for instance, an anti-Japanese admirer of the US, which undermines
the conventional ideas of what constellation of opinions nationalists in fact hold.
The relative popularity of nationalist ideology becomes clearer when we com-

pare nationalism with anti-regime sentiment. Figure 4 shows that while users had
diverse opinions on nationalist issues, over 76 per cent of opinion leaders shared a
strong anti-regime sentiment. Among nationalists, nearly three out of five were
anti-regime without nationalistic reasons. This tells us that anti-regime sentiment
is significantly broader and more popular in this sphere, existing within and
beyond nationalist discourse. We conclude that this digital public sphere is pri-
marily dominated by anti-regime rather than nationalistic sentiment. A quote
from one pro-regime opinion leader vividly depicts his frustration when facing
such an anti-regime environment, and this effectively verifies our findings: “In
this era, people feel proud to be a traitor, but feel ashamed to be a patriot; people
feel honoured to fabricate [anti-government] rumours, but attract hatred if they
refute the rumour.”35

Different Topics, Different Voices
We now examine each topic in turn to further explore the nature of Chinese
nationalism.

Figure 4: Distribution of Opinion Leaders

35 Opinion leader No. 191.
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Japan: nationalism amid anti-regime sentiment

We saw the strongest nationalist sentiment in discussions related to Japan and/or
the Diaoyu Islands. Owing to the Sino-Japanese Wars and the Second World
War, historically the Chinese have harboured more animosity towards Japan
than any other nation. Military defeats forced China to cede full sovereignty
over several lands to Japan. These territorial disputes and memories of wartime
suffering have strained Sino-Japanese relations and rendered anti-Japan nation-
alism a moral imperative in China.
Unsurprisingly, the topics of Japan and the Diaoyu Islands both received nega-

tive mean scores. In 2013, the dispute over the Diaoyu Islands escalated to a
short-lived military confrontation.36 Typically nationalist declarations such as
“We don’t forgive Japan!” and “Diaoyu is China’s territory!” were commonplace
at that time. Nonetheless, similar to the findings of Cairns and Carlson with
respect to online discussion of the 2012 Diaoyu crisis, we also found that anti-
regime sentiment was pervasive online in 2013. Yet, Cairns and Carlson did
not explicitly differentiate between anti-regime sentiments with and without
nationalistic motives. Building on Cairns and Carlson’s work, our study investi-
gates three types of anti-regime sentiment in Japan-related discussions.37

First, as Jessica Weiss argues, some nationalists were riled by the perceived
ineffectiveness of the government’s international diplomacy. This anti-regime
view is driven by purely nationalistic reasons, for instance:

Chairman Mao said imperialism is a paper tiger. But I think China is the biggest paper tiger.
Facing the atrocities committed by the Japanese devils, China has been so cowardly and weak.
Why?!38

However, more often in our data, anti-regime views were simultaneously asso-
ciated with both nationalistic and liberal concerns and frequently referred to
domestic problems when talking about Japan:

[1] We should definitely defend Diaoyu! But someday if the Chinese government really con-
trols this island, we will no longer be able to log on to Facebook there. To control or not,
this is a tough choice!39

[2] Isn’t chengguan 城管 the best army in the world? If you can rule China easily with cheng-
guan, then why not send chengguan to recover Diaoyu? This is the easiest way to defend
our territory!40

These nuanced views challenge our previous understanding of nationalists. These
commentators can be seen as nationalists in that they call for the Diaoyu Islands
to be recovered; however, at the same time, they mock the government not only
for its diplomatic impotence but also out of concern for issues such as freedom of

36 Four China coast guard vessels entered disputed waters in July 2013 and stoked tensions between Japan
and China. Discussion on this rare military action soon went viral online.

37 Cairns and Carlson 2016.
38 Opinion leader No. 202.
39 Opinion leader No. 145.
40 Opinion leader No. 7. Chengguan refers to the local urban management enforcement bureau, which has

been criticized for its brutality and abuse of power.
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speech and police brutality. This indicates that nationalist views and liberal con-
cerns can be compatible, and that “liberal nationalist” voices tend to question,
rather than defend, the legitimacy of the Chinese regime.
Finally, we found that some opinion leaders expressed anti-regime sentiment

for purely liberal reasons. Leaders directly called attention to domestic rather
than international conflicts, or posted sarcastic slurs about nationalism:

The priority of citizens is to fight for human rights and freedom. Nationalism is a panacea for
deflecting domestic conflicts. Stay vigilant to populism and extreme emotions.41

Despite the fact that these are all examples of anti-regime attitudes, the sources of
such sentiments are distinct. Showing the coexistence of liberal and nationalistic
concerns, together with the fact that 53.06 per cent of anti-Japan nationalists
were, in fact, anti-regime outside of nationalist discussions, our study poses a sig-
nificant departure from the existing literature. Nationalists are not only con-
cerned about national strength but are equally, if not more, concerned about
political conditions at home.
Overlooking this anti-regime sentiment, many journalistic accounts suggest

that the Chinese people put pressure on the government to wage war against
Japan. But, in our data, only three opinion leaders made this suggestion, and
they had at most 0.5 million followers, far below the average of 2 million. In con-
trast, dozens of opinion leaders, who were also more popular, claimed that eco-
nomic development and social stability were the highest priority. This finding
dovetails with Chubb’s survey, which shows that there is no evidence that
China’s population pushes its leaders towards war. An opinion leader with 35
million followers represents this opinion:

China and Japan should look towards the future and let go of the Diaoyu dispute for the sake of
common development.42

To summarize, Sino-Japanese relations indeed provoke the strongest national-
ist reaction. However, anti-regime sentiment was also pervasive in the discussion,
and in many cases, this sentiment was derived more from liberal than from
nationalistic concerns.

The US: romanticization and “face-slapping”

The US attracted the most attention on Weibo. There was a total of 2,241 tweets
about America, seven times more than those about the Diaoyu Islands. The US
also received a positive mean score in our analysis. About 43 per cent of opinion
leaders favoured the US, whereas 30.1 per cent expressed negative sentiments.
Without territorial disputes or memories of wars, the tensions between the US

and China mainly stem from geopolitical struggles. America is currently the sole
superpower in the world, and China is a potential rival. The two states also

41 Opinion leader No. 103.
42 Opinion leader No. 10.
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represent two opposing political systems and ideologies: America exemplifies a
mature democracy, whereas China is an authoritarian state.
Opinions about America seem to fall into two dichotomous camps. On the one

hand, Weibo is full of rosy tales about the US. As a result, Western media sur-
prisingly found that “China’s youth admire America far more than we
know.”43 In academia, Haifeng Huang surveyed a representative sample of
Chinese citizens and found that nearly half of them overestimated the socio-
economic conditions of America.44

On the other hand, Huang’s experiment also shows that more accurate infor-
mation about the US might ironically lead citizens to be less idealistic about the
US and more sympathetic towards China.45 In the same vein, Rongbin Han’s
participant observation of online communities found that a marginal yet assertive
group of angry netizens were committed to counteracting this type of “flawed”
information that romanticized the US.46

We find the same pattern in our data. Opinion leaders are split into two
camps – “America-admirers” and “face-slappers.” America-admirers frequently
praise the US for its strength and democracy and criticize China for representing
the pathetic inverse:

American officials fear citizens; Chinese citizens fear officials. The American government is
poor but people are rich; the Chinese government is rich but people are poor. American citizens
are encouraged to criticize the government; Chinese citizens are encouraged to extol the
government.47

Extreme America-admirers side with the US even against China itself. For
instance, when Edward Snowden exposed the US global surveillance programme,
one opinion leader wrote:

To those who laughed at America: do you think your emails and phones are not monitored? …
The US surveils its citizens for the sake of its national interests. What is your country doing this
for? A person who is fatally ill is in no position to laugh at someone with mild diarrhoea.48

Likewise, in response to the anger that flared up when a child on the US TV show
Jimmy Kimmel Live suggested that “killing everyone in China” could be a solu-
tion to America’s debts, one opinion leader tweeted:

America’s so-called “debt to China” is not something that America begged China to
buy. On the contrary, China begged America, because the US debt has the best
credibility and a high return. If China is upset, please lend money to North Korea,
Cuba or Syria.49

43 See Fish, Eric. 2017. “China’s youth admire America far more than we knew,” 9 February, http://
foreignpolicy.com/2017/02/09/chinas-youth-admire-america-far-more-than-we-knew-surprising-survey-
results-ideological-university-crackdown/.

44 Huang 2015.
45 Ibid.
46 Han 2015.
47 Opinion leader No. 24.
48 Opinion leader No. 107.
49 Opinion leader No. 158.
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In contrast, “face-slappers” tend to be infuriated by the “partiality” of America-
admirers. This face-slapping tweeter, like Han’s angry netizens, wants to “slap”
them in the face with facts:

When vice-president Biden visited China and spent 79 yuan on a dinner in Beijing, Chinese
people extolled the probity of American officials. Then, another day in Paris, Biden’s hotel
bill for a one-night stay was a whopping $58,000, slapping the sycophants hard in the face.50

The source of this nationalist sentiment merits special attention. As suggested by
Huang’s experiment, this sentiment is not attributable to ignorance or to manipu-
lation by state propaganda. On the contrary, nationalist sentiment may arise as
the dominant pro-US narrative is called into question by greater exposure to
more information. In this way, some people claimed they were “forced to become
patriotic” when they realized the “bias” of liberal discourses. One opinion leader
wrote:

When American police used pepper spray and truncheons to attack protesters who caused a dis-
turbance, she [a famous liberal journalist] praised this as professional and efficient; when
Chinese police expelled street vendors who disrupted public order, she called this police
brutality.51

Discussions about the US could be characterized as a contest between these two
camps. Our data show that pro-America opinions are more prevalent than
nationalist discourse. However, because this dominant view could be too idealis-
tic, increasing knowledge about the US is unintentionally provoking a nationalist
reaction, ironically diminishing disaffection with the Chinese regime.

Taiwan: family reunification and the yearning for democracy

Ever since the Kuomintang (KMT) was defeated by the CCP and fled to Taiwan
in 1949, Taiwanese independence has been an area of contention between China
and Taiwan. Nevertheless, as many as 53 per cent of the opinion leaders
expressed affection towards Taiwan, making Taiwan score the highest in our
study.
To clarify, most netizens do support national reunification. However, similar

to the liberal nationalist voices in the Japan case, this nationalistic stance is asso-
ciated with more pro-democracy views. Chinese people see Taiwan as a blood
brother of the mainland: both belong to “China” in a cultural sense. But this
view is not necessarily in line with the political ambition of the CCP. Opinion lea-
ders delivered a subtle message that mainland China, currently an authoritarian
regime, was not “qualified” to undertake unification with a democratic state like
Taiwan. In fact, the nationalist call for reunification was rhetorically deployed by
some opinion leaders for the purpose of criticizing the regime and calling for
democracy. For instance, tweets of this nature frequently cited the official

50 Opinion leader No. 70.
51 Opinion leader No. 116.
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narrative of the “brotherhood with Taiwan” to make a case for political reform.
One opinion leader wrote:

Mainland [China] and Taiwan belong to the same China … We encourage the CCP to run elec-
tion campaigns in Taiwan, but we should also allow Taiwan to launch newspapers and televi-
sion programmes on the mainland. Only in this way can we realize the Chinese nation’s
century-long dream of freedom of speech.52

Some opinion leaders went so far as to use the CCP slogans of “territorial integ-
rity and state sovereignty” to attack the regime itself:

Taiwan’s leaders once remarked that if “One China” is inevitable, Taiwan would […] demand
parliamentary democracy. In this case, guess who is the culprit hindering national unification
and undermining territorial integrity?53

These commentaries indicate that many opinion leaders see Taiwan as an exem-
plary democracy, a symbol of hope for change on the mainland. While people
support national reunification, this nationalistic stance was actually used to
urge political reform at home. Again, nationalist views were combined with lib-
eral views in this case, reworking the “reunification” rhetoric into a call for dem-
ocracy and liberalism.
Beyond these liberal nationalist claims, conservative nationalists were still

vocal in prioritizing reunification. However, these voices were outflanked by
the anti-regime and pro-liberal trend. As a result, their rhetoric was often agitated
and defensive:

Why can Taiwan people support Taiwanese independence, but we cannot freely support
Chinese reunification?54

It is also commonly held that mainland Chinese people tend to support the use of
force to reunite with Taiwan. Our data, however, show that over the course of
2013, only one opinion leader called for forced reunification with Taiwan. In
an environment where many people regard Taiwan as the hope for a liberal
China, forced reunification is simply seen as “illegitimate.”
Overall, the dominant voices among opinion leaders clearly favoured Taiwan.

Importantly, nationalist discourse in many cases turned out to be complemented
by liberal voices, linking the dream of family reunification with a yearning for
democracy.

Discussion
We analysed political expression in the digital public sphere and found that anti-
regime sentiment is stronger and more prevalent than nationalist sentiment.
Could this finding be biased? We now address several concerns and provide a the-
oretical explanation for this finding.

52 Opinion leader No. 3.
53 Opinion leader No. 8.
54 Opinion leader No. 121.
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The role of Weibo

Our results could be biased if anti-regime users are over-represented on Weibo. It
is certainly possible that Weibo is more liberal than some websites, especially
nationalist forums such as Strong Nation (Qiangguo luntan 强国论坛). Yet, it
is also more conservative than other known liberal websites, for example,
Kednet (Kai di shequ 凯迪社区). So far, we have not seen any academic work
indicating that Weibo is more likely to be anti-regime than other websites.
Moreover, in 2013, Weibo was ranked as one of the 15 most-visited websites in
the world and the largest social media website in China. Compared to smaller
platforms tailoring to specific audiences, Weibo with 600 million users is less
likely to be biased towards a particular population. We thus believe it is a
good representation of the “public sphere” in 2013.55

Some may also be sceptical about the findings as there has been so much
nationalistic comment on Weibo and on other websites. Nationalistic comments
are commonplace; but so are anti-regime comments. In fact, individuals who post
online comments constitute a biased sample as the vast majority of netizens tend
to be silent. We, therefore, identified the dominant discourse by examining who
can become an opinion leader and which opinion leaders attract a larger popular
base, taking into account the preferences of the “silent majority” according to
who they follow, retweet or like.

The role of the state

Another concern is the state’s ability to shape the Weibo environment. The
Chinese government engages in extensive online censorship and Weibo itself
also conducts self-censorship. A recent study even finds that the government fab-
ricates about 488 million pro-regime tweets a year with the aim of influencing
public opinion.56 This would appear to be a particularly hostile environment
for anti-regime voices. However, one may argue that extreme nationalists could
also be heavily censored as they may incite collective action.
To address this concern, we analysed another dataset, released by the

WeiboScope project, which collected the timelines, including censored ones, of
more than 350,000 Weibo users in 2012.57 We sampled 1 per cent of the censored
tweets for each month and hand-coded them along two dimensions: whether the
sentiment of the tweet was nationalist, and whether it was anti-regime.58 The
results show that the proportion of censored nationalist tweets is strikingly low,
estimated to be at most 2.65 per cent at alpha = 0.01 level. By contrast, the

55 WeChat did not launch the social media modules “Official Accounts” and “Moments” until late 2012
and still had fewer users in 2013. It is also debatable whether WeChat Moments could work as a public
sphere since it is branded as “socializing among acquaintances,” meaning that users are only allowed to
see the timelines and comments of their own friends.

56 King, Pan and Roberts 2017.
57 See Fu, Chan and Chau 2013.
58 Please see the online supplementary materials for more details.
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proportion of anti-regime non-nationalist tweets is estimated to be between 32.81
per cent and 41.02 per cent, indicating that there were either fewer nationalist
tweets and/or they were less censored compared to liberal anti-regime tweets. In
fact, the state even launched a crackdown on anti-regime opinion leaders in
August 2013. In a classified document entitled, “Communiqué on the current
state of the ideological sphere,” circulated prior to the crackdown, the CCP alleged
that the “Western values” promoted on the internet were a severe challenge to its
rule. Official media outlets commented that public opinion has been dominated by
liberal online celebrities who have amassed enough power to rival a national news-
paper or even a national television station.59 Perhaps more than anything else, the
crackdown itself indicates how pervasive and influential liberal voices were by
2013.
However, even if nationalists had been heavily censored, there are two reasons

why this does not invalidate our conclusions. First, our unit of analysis is the indi-
vidual opinion leader rather than each individual tweet. Censorship may affect a
proportion of certain tweets, but it hardly affects our judgement of the ideological
leaning of a given person. We analysed the online speeches of opinion leaders for
over a year, and this provided enough information for such identification, even if
some of the tweets were missing. Second, we also rely on the popular bases of
opinion leaders to gauge the influence of a certain ideology. Censorship may
intimidate some speakers, but it cannot flip public opinion nor can it undermine
the popularity of an opinion leader. As Margaret Roberts finds, censorship may
incite users to be more rebellious and dedicated to spreading censored informa-
tion.60 In fact, many anti-regime critics were censored much more heavily but
yet still attracted many more followers than nationalists. Taken together, we
believe censorship does not undermine the validity of our findings.
Despite heavy censorship of anti-regime tweets and the fabrication of pro-

regime posts, our data still show that anti-regime opinion leaders largely outnum-
ber nationalists and win more followers on Weibo. Therefore, the existence of
state intervention only strengthens our argument, rendering the significance of
the marginal status of nationalists even more pronounced.

The role of nationalists

If nationalists only constitute a minority, does this mean that they do not play a
role in China’s foreign policies? We are not suggesting that this marginal status
will remain constant in the long run. Nationalism is a powerful ideology in
any state with a strong nationalist mandate in times of foreign aggression or
national crisis. Even moderately nationalistic states are susceptible to radicaliza-
tion when conflicts escalate. Furthermore, even minority opinions can play a role.
Sometimes strident nationalist sentiment dovetails with the state’s foreign policy

59 For instance, see http://www.infzm.com/content/94222
60 Roberts 2014.
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agenda, allowing the state to play the nationalist card abroad. Even though
nationalists might not represent the general opinion, the regime can still promote
the nationalists’ concerns to serve its own strategic ends. However, it is dangerous
to align state policies with the general public opinion in China and assume that
the Chinese people are hawkish as a whole. While there are those who call for
hard-line policies, there is a more pervasive anti-regime liberal voice.
Attributing state policies to the general public might alienate potential liberal
supporters. Instead, we should recognize and amplify those already strong
rational voices in order to counter the force of nationalist voices.

The predicament of Chinese nationalism

In most countries, nationalism has come to be seen almost as a moral imperative
when national interests are at stake. This is certainly the case with China.
However, today, anti-regime sentiment in China is so pervasive that nationalism,
often viewed as a pro-regime ideology, is delegitimized.
Chinese nationalism is therefore in an ambiguous position: on the one hand,

people feel obliged to defend national dignity, especially during times of crisis;
on the other, the unpopularity of the authoritarian regime delegitimizes any sup-
port for the state. Confronting this dilemma, Chinese nationalists widely circulate
a quote to clarify their stance: “To love the country is not equal to loving the
regime” (Aiguo budengyu ai chaoting 爱国不等于爱朝廷). Our data also confirm
that the majority of nationalists were anti-regime outside of nationalistic topics.
But why is anti-regime sentiment so pervasive in the first place?
We propose that this can be explained by the vulnerability of state legitimacy.

As the legitimacy of communism has waned in the post-Mao era, China has
relied heavily on its governing performance to maintain support, yet it has pro-
vided neither full citizen rights nor transparent government. This legitimacy
problem curbs the development of nationalism in three aspects.
First, the citizenry’s sense of nationhood and national responsibility cannot be

fully developed if the state denies citizens their rights. The notion of nationalism
suggests a transformation of the individual’s identity from “subject” to “citizen,”
granting the people a share of the “ownership” of their country and empowering
them with citizen rights. However, the development of nationalism in China was
not concurrent with the provision of full citizen rights, including universal suffrage
and freedom of speech. When people’s personal interests and rights are in jeopardy,
discontent will arise, even among nationalists. Dingxin Zhao, citing Xiaodong
Wang 王小东 (a renowned nationalist in China), argues that “patriotism would
be constrained in a country without human rights and political democracy.”61

Second, without a dominant state ideology, the government’s ideological
authority has been largely undermined. This situation is further worsened by

61 Zhao, Dingxin 2002b, 903.
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acute domestic problems and non-transparent political procedures, thereby facili-
tating the spread of political distrust and a sense of insecurity. Against this back-
drop, instead of shaping public opinion, state propaganda prompts criticism and
disdain. Regime-denouncing discourse, therefore, gains the moral high ground.
State criticism appears just, and nationalists, in turn, are invalidated as they
may be accused of being “the real traitors to the Chinese nation.” Accordingly,
“true” patriotism has been defined as criticizing the regime:

Defending human rights is the only way to love our country. So to betray a corrupt government
is completely patriotic.62

Lastly, despite the fact that the Chinese government uses nationalism to but-
tress its own legitimacy, it has been cautious with popular nationalism, as nation-
alists may become aggressive when the state cannot meet their demands.
Moreover, once the government allows the masses to freely mobilize and express
their nationalist concerns, it is difficult to prevent such freedom from spreading to
other political spheres.
To summarize, authoritarianism’s vulnerability in terms of legitimacy has led

to the tensions encountered by Chinese nationalism. This partially explains why it
is anti-regime rather than nationalist sentiment that dominates the online political
discourse.

The present and the future

Readers may also be curious about how our findings hold up in more recent
years, especially since the 2013 crackdown on opinion leaders. As long as there
is no strong nationalist mandate nor dramatic change in the state’s legitimacy,
we suspect that nationalist sentiment will continue to be restrained by anti-regime
discourse. Nonetheless, continued liberal dominance may provoke a backlash of
nationalist sentiments, as has been seen in attitudes towards America. Recent
years have seen the rise of a pro-regime group named the “little pinks” (xiaofen-
hong 小粉红). This group mainly is composed of young people born after the
1990s. Much like the “face-slappers,” these young people are attuned to the for-
eign media. We thus suspect that their antipathy towards liberals is similarly
rooted in the disparities between the reality they see and that presented by liber-
als. However, while the little pinks participate in online discussions, they have
been criticized and stigmatized by mainstream discourse.
Most recent examples come from the 2016 anti-Philippine protests driven by

the South China Sea dispute and the ongoing anti-Lotte campaign amid
Sino-Korean tensions over the US-backed THAAD system. While many neti-
zens, including the little pinks, have advocated for boycotts in the name of pat-
riotism, scathing criticism against nationalism has quickly flourished online. It
seems that citizens have gone through a learning curve. They frequently refer

62 Opinion leader No. 171.
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to the vandalism committed during the previous anti-Japan protests to attack the
irrationality and “small-mindedness” of nationalism. There have not been any
large-scale nationalist protests like those in previous years. Highly sensitive,
both the media and citizens even falsely decried an irrelevant local security inci-
dent as nationalist violence when a Korean car was smashed.
Perhaps more than anything else, the response of nationalists themselves best

reflects the restraining influence of the growing contingency of rational citizens
and anti-nationalist voices. A Party media outlet attacked “the widespread
smear campaign against patriotism online.” Top nationalist articles circulated
on WeChat declared: “Stop demonizing patriotism” and “Don’t be ashamed to
love your country.” People’s Daily echoed this by coining the phrase “rational
patriotism,” which was described as quiet, rational and “focuses more on build-
ing a better China” than criticizing other countries. In these cases, we are seeing a
fast-growing rational citizenry which has largely forestalled the development of
nationalism.
Starting from 2017, the changes in international politics, especially the Trump

administration’s threats of waging a trade war and supporting Taiwan independ-
ence, have the potential to destabilize this trend. However, as Guobin Yang has
written, changes occurring today do not render what happened yesterday meaning-
less.63 The course that Chinese nationalism has taken in the past is an integral part
of its present identity, and will undoubtedly influence its development in the future.

Conclusion
By examining the online comments of 146 opinion leaders, this study shows that
nationalist sentiment does not dominate political expression on Weibo. Rather,
the dominant voice tends to be anti-regime, with as many as over 76 per cent
of opinion leaders being clearly critical of the regime. Nationalist sentiment is
strong in Japan-related discussions, but not in US and Taiwan-related discus-
sions. Meanwhile, the follower counts of non-nationalists may be double or triple
those of nationalist leaders, indicating a smaller popular base for the nationalist
ideology.
Decomposing and magnifying the nuances of these online discussions, we dis-

cover that nationalism is multifaceted. First, nationalists are not necessarily pro-
regime and illiberal: in fact, the majority of nationalists are critical of the domes-
tic political conditions. Second, nationalists are not monolithically xenophobic.
A person can hold strong opinions against Japan but still support the US at
the same time. Third, nationalist and liberal views can be combined, criticizing
the regime because of domestic problems (in the Japan case) and calling for dem-
ocracy (in the Taiwan case).
Note, however, that nationalist sentiment may experience a resurgence when

the liberal narrative is too biased in the eyes of an increasingly aware population

63 Yang 2009, 21.
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(in the America case), causing a disillusioned public to revert back to supporting
the Chinese regime. But it should be noted that this backlash is primarily a
response to the liberal dominance rather than rooted in a strong identification
with the regime.
Taking all these nuances into consideration, the complexity of Chinese nation-

alism requires us to revisit this notion and attach more importance to its irredu-
cible plurality. The dynamics between liberal dominance and a backlash of
nationalism on the internet also warrants further investigation.

Supplementary Material
To view supplementary material for this article, please visit https://doi.org/10.
1017/S0305741018000863.
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摘摘要要: 近年来，民族主义情绪看似在中国网络空间节节走高。学者们认为

互联网给中国政府带来了民族主义的压力，并促使政府在外交上日趋铁

腕。然而，本研究发现，民族主义情绪并非网络政治话语的主导部分。即

便在其泛滥之时，民族主义情绪也可能与自由主义意见相结合，并对政府

提出批评。本研究对 146 名微博意见领袖共计 6000 余条微博进行了内容

分析，并将民族主义讨论拆解为不同的话题进行比较。我们发现，民族主

义者并不是站在统一战线的仇外主义者，反而对所谓中国的敌手抱有不同

的好恶; 同时，民族主义者并不是无条件拥护政府，反而有可能吸纳自由

派的意见来质疑政府的权威。然而，强势的自由主义却也在一定程度上引

发反噬，在某些网络群体中激发了爱国主义和民族主义情绪。

关关键键词词: 中国民族主义; 微博; 公共空间; 威权主义; 内容分析
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